
An insult of human dignity – Return to the Middle Ages of social rights 

Blatant violation of human rights and of the medical confidentiality of a HIV-positive 

prostitute with the disclosure of her particulars and photos by the Greek Police 

 
In an unprecedented act of branding, the country's competent authorities brought to the public eye, by means of a press 

release of the Greek Police, the full particulars, photos and medical file data of a 22-year-old HIV-positive prostitute, 

being a Russian citizen. 

 

This unprecedented racist initiative of the Greek authorities triggered a large number of articles disgracing the said HIV-

positive woman; her personal data was brought to light, branding the woman, disgracing all HIV-positive individuals and 

marring the reputation of our country, which, after an incident like this, ceases to be considered a modern, well-legislated 

state with a human face. 

 

The catastrophal handling of the case by the Greek Police, the Ministry of Health and the KEELPNO (Disease 

Control and Prevention Center) violates each and every concept of human rights, as well as human dignity, 

nurturing a culture of discriminations, not only against HIV-positive individuals, but also against specific 

vulnerable groups of our society, such as immigrants, prostitutes, a.o. 
 

Concerning the matter of disclosure of all particulars and photos of the young HIV-positive foreign prostitute, the 

following paragraph shows the way of thinking of the Greek Police (and, at the same time, the silently vociferous 

acceptance by KEELPNO!) 

 

The disclosure of particulars and photographs and of the penal prosecution against her aims to protect the society 

and to facilitate the satisfaction of the State's claim concerning the punishment of the offenses described above. 

Further aims are the revelation of any other similar acts performed by her, the call to all persons having had 

intercourse with her to undergo medical examinations, and the prevention of panic for the individuals having had 

intercourse with prostitutes with similar characteristics. 
 

Let us now take a detailed look at the grounds… 

 

Α) "to protect the society". Which group of "society" was threatened by the particular young woman"? We can only see 

one group. Brothel customers, and in particular the ones insisting on having intercourse with prostitutes without the use of 

a condom. 

 

Β) "to facilitate the satisfaction of the State's claim concerning the punishment of the offenses described above". The 

specific argument could be a nice essay subject for school examinations, combining Satisfaction, Claim, State and 

Punishment, but as a whole, it can be seen as complicated and vindictive. At the same time, the word "and", combining 

the statement with the "protection of society" seems to slyly equate the interests of State and society concerning the 

matter of disclosure. 

 

C) "for the revelation of any similar acts performed ". "Similar acts" should be based on witness testimonies, and in order 

to provide for the possibility of delays (making impossible the pre-election kudos to Loverdos and Hrysohoidis), let us 

make the "guilty" Russian to pay for the "damages" with her disgrace! 

 

D) "the call to all persons having had intercourse with her to undergo medical examinations". Again the "ignorant", 

"unsuspecting" and "innocent" brothel customers! 

 

Ε) "the prevention of panic for the individuals having had intercourse with prostitutes with similar characteristics". Apart 

from the fact that no panic would exist if the photos of the young woman were not disclosed, how does their disclosure 

prevent the panic? By means of her particulars"? Do brothel customers ask for the passports of the prostitutes? Do they 

also ask for the medical injection and examination booklet, which prostitutes are legally obligated to possess? On the 

other hand, when customers pay even more money to have sex without a condom, do they show any medical examination 

results proving that they are not carriers of any sexually transmitted disease or seropositive for HIV and hepatitis B and 

C? And what should the customer feel about the possibility of "having had intercourse with the young woman" without 

knowing her real name? Panic or relaxation? In any case, we always refer to brothel customers… 

Meanwhile, what we recently heard from the Minister of Health is that prostitutes are the ones bringing HIV to Greek 

families… At this point, it is worth mentioning – for the sake of history – that for a "bringing" of this kind, the "product" 

is not enough… we should also have a "bearer"! 

http://positivevoicegr.blogspot.com/2012/04/blog-post_30.html


 

So, at this point, we would like to stress the fact that sex education and safe practices are things expected from all 

participants in a sexual act; neglect concerning the use of a condom is attributable mainly to brothel customers, given the 

widely known fact that in most cases, customers are the ones demanding that no condom is used, as a precondition for the 

performance of the sexual act. 

 

So, the State, instead of proceeding to substantial education measures concerning HIV/AIDS, e.g. by means of 

sexual health lessons in Greek schools, prefers once again the "easy", but extremely dangerous way: the disclosure of 

personal data of a young woman. 

 

The organizations signing this press release call the State to amend the damage its initiative caused to the 

relationship between Greek society and HIV-positive individuals. We also call the State to stop the branding of, 

and the discriminations against, vulnerable persons, and to protect legality and human dignity by any means. 
 

Last but not least, we state that with an action like this, the State essentially nullifies its own plans and efforts towards 

the voluntary medical examination of prostitutes, aiming at public health protection and disease prevention. Such 

programs, when implemented in the proper way, decisively contribute to the protection from the virus, as well as to the 

hindering of its spreading. The "witch-hunting" started yesterday by the State does exactly the opposite. 

 

The organizations: 

 

 THETIKI FONI (POSITIVE VOICE) 

 KENTRO ZOIS (LIFE CENTER) 

 PRAKSIS 

 KENTRO IMERAS BABEL (BABEL DAY CENTER) 

 ELLINIKO DIKTYO GIA TO DIKAIOMA STI STEGI KAI TIN KATOIKIA (GREEK NETWORK FOR 

THE RIGHT TO A SHELTER) 

 ELLINIKO DIKTYO GIA TIN KATAPOLEMISI TIS FTOCHIAS (GREEK POVERTY FIGHTING 

NETWORK) 

 O.L.K.E. 

 S.Y.D. 

 HOMOPHONIA – COLLECTIVE FOR THE THESSALONIKI PRIDE 

 Lesviaki Omada Thessalonikis (Lesbian Group of Thessaloniki) 

 LESB.EQUAL 

 ATHENS PRIDE 

 EPSE 

 ZONTANI VIVLIOTHIKI (LIVE LIBRARY) 

 FEMINISTIKI PROTOVOULIA GIA TIN EXALEIPSI TIS VIAS KATA TON GYNAIKON (FEMINIST 

INITIATIVE FOR THE ELIMINATION OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN) 

 STATHMOS FRONTIDAS EXARTIMENON ATOMON TOU OKANA (OKANA CARE STATION FOR 

DEPENDENT PERSONS) 

 KENTRO GYNAIKEION MELETON DIOTIMA (DIOTIMA CENTER OF WOMEN'S STUDIES) 

 KOKKINI ORCHISTRA THESSALONIKIS (RED ORCHESTRA OF THESSALONIKI) 

 KOKKINO (RED) – A COMPONENT OF THE SYRIZA PARTY 

 MOVEMENT: "APELASTE TON RATSISMO" (FIGHT RACISM) 
 PROTOVOULIA GYNAIKON ENANTIA STO HREOS (WOMEN'S INITIATIVE AGAINST DEBT) 


